# 2022 DEER TAG CLASSIFICATION LIST

2022 hunting license, deer tag drawing applications and deer tags will be available for purchase beginning April 15, 2022

## PREMIUM DEER TAGS

Use a **1ST DEER TAG DRAWING APPLICATION** to apply for a Premium Deer Tag in the Big Game Drawing. The deadline to apply in the Big Game Drawing for a Premium Deer Tag or Preference Point is June 2.

- Point Only: **PD**
- General Zone Hunts: C, D9, D12, D14, and D17
- General Method Hunts: G1, G3, G6, G8, G12, G13, G19, G21, G37, G38 and G39
- Muzzleloader Hunts: M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M11, MA1 and MA3

You may use a **2ND DEER TAG DRAWING APPLICATION** to apply for Apprentice Hunts. Apprentice Hunts are only available for junior hunting license holders.

- Apprentice Hunts: J1, J3, J4, J8, J9, J10, J11, J12, J13, J14, J15, J16, J17, J18, J19, J20, and J21

## RESTRICTED DEER TAGS

Use a **1ST DEER TAG** to purchase a Restricted Deer Tag starting April 15.

Use a **2ND DEER TAG** to purchase a Restricted Deer Tag starting August 2 if you have a pending Deer Tag Drawing Application, or were issued a Premium Deer Tag or Restricted Deer Tag as your **1ST DEER TAG**.

- General Hunt Zones: D6 and D19

## UNRESTRICTED DEER TAGS

Use a **1ST** or **2ND DEER TAG** to purchase an Unrestricted Deer Tag starting April 15.

- Archery Only Hunts: AO
- Area-Specific Archery Hunts: A32
- General Hunt Zones: A, B, D3-5, D7, D8, D10, D11, D13, D15, and D16